SPRING SCHEDULE

2015
JEAN E. SKIBA
C266
E-MAIL: Jskiba@TRCC.COMMNET.EDU
Phone: 860-215-9476

CLASS SCHEDULE:
Monday
8 A.M. API Lecture in D 212
2 P.M. API Lecture in D 212
5 P.M. API Lecture in D 102

Tuesday
5 P.M. - 8 P.M. API Lab in A 219

Wednesday
8 A.M. API Lecture in D 212
2 P.M. API Lecture in D 212
5 P.M. API Lecture in D 102
6:30 P.M. - 9:30 P.M. API Lab in A 219

Thursday
1:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M. API Lab in A 219

Friday
8:00 A.M. - 11:00 A.M. API Lab in A 219

OFFICE HOURS:
MONDAY 3:30-5:00 P.M. AND WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:00 P.M.